Direct patterning of noble metal nanostructures with a scanning tunneling microscope
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We demonstrate in this article the controlled deposition of noble metal dots and lines using local chemical vapor deposition in the tip–sample gap of a scanning tunneling microscope. 3 nm diam rhodium dots have been patterned by local decomposition of an inorganic precursor, which was synthesized on purpose. Deposition is obtained on gold surfaces by applying a series of negative voltage pulses on the sample exceeding a voltage threshold of around 2 V. The influence of kinetics parameters (pulse voltage duration and number, as well as the effect of gas pressure) are presented. In a second step, the deposition process has been applied on hydrogenated silicon (100) surfaces. These samples were previously hydrogen passivated using two different wet etching operations, leading surface dangling bonds saturated by either mono- or di-hydride bonds. The difference in the deposition processes observed in both cases is discussed. © 2000 American Vacuum Society.

I. INTRODUCTION

The high resolution reached by scanning probe microscopes (SPMs) i.e., atomic force microscopy (AFM) or scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) suggested that these techniques could be particularly suitable for lithography applications at scales not reachable by lithography techniques commonly used in microelectronics industry [i.e., ultraviolet or electron beam lithography]. Processes for lithography at the nanometer scale based on SPM techniques are now widely investigated in two different ways: either for mask generation or direct patterning.

For example, an oxide mask can be drawn on hydrogenated silicon by voltage-enhanced oxidation. This mask can lead to silicon nanowires after a silicon wet etching.

In the case of direct writing, the step of mask transfer is not necessary because the final pattern is directly fabricated by the SPMs. Among these mask-less techniques, those that seem to offer the best resolution (without a mandatory ultrahigh vacuum facility), are the STM assisted chemical vapor deposition (STM-CVD) techniques. They are based on the local decomposition of a gaseous molecular precursor in the tunnel gap of a highly biased STM. Several groups have implemented this technique, mainly using organometallic precursors and a silicon surface. In particular metallic nanostructures with a 10 nm linewidth can be realized in a reproducible way.

A novel interest in these techniques emerged ones the last few years because they can help in elaborating single electron devices. Indeed the core of these devices can be made of nanometer-sized metallic dots, each dot being connected between each other by small capacitance tunnel junctions. These devices, based on the Coulomb blockade effect, require a lithography resolution as high as several nanometers to reach room temperature operation. Such a resolution remains out of range for state-of-the-art conventional lithography techniques.

Since devices robust against atmosphere and humidity aggression are envisioned, we focus on a direct writing process of noble metal dots. For that purpose, precursors of several different noble metals (Au, Rh, Ir) have been synthesized. However, we found that the rhodium-based precursor has the best stability and leads to more reproducible results. Therefore, the extensive study was performed on that material. As a first step, the influence of duration, number and amplitude of voltage pulses, as well as the effect of gas pressure on the deposition rate have been studied on gold surfaces. Finally, the process has been transferred on hydrogenated silicon (100) samples, opening the way to the realization of a connected device.

II. EXPERIMENT

The principle of the STM assisted CVD technique is shown on Fig. 1. Gaseous molecules present in the gap between the tip and surface are decomposed by application of a series of voltage pulses. The feedback loop of the STM is maintained during the whole deposition process. However, the pulse width $T_p$ has to be chosen shorter than the time constant of the STM feedback loop, while the dead time $T_d$ between pulses has to be longer than this time constant. This allows the tip altitude to remain constant during deposition, while the tip has time to retract between two pulses. Such a procedure prevents any contact between the tip and deposit during its growth (assuming that the other parameters are chosen such that the tunnel gap is not completely filled during one pulse).

In our experimental setup the STM time constant was $\sim$1
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ms and in all experiments the repetition rate was fixed at 200 Hz.

The STM is placed inside a pumped stainless steel chemical reactor, with base pressure of $5 \times 10^{-7}$ mbar before precursor introduction. This reactor is fixed on a bulk steel plate insulated from low frequency vibrations by shock springs. Inside the reactor chamber, the STM itself is fixed on a Viton stack, consisting of a series of metallic plates insulated from each other by Viton rings in order to damp vibrations in the range of kHz. More details can be found in Ref. 15.

The gold, iridium and rhodium precursors were the molecules $\text{(PF}_3\text{)}_2\text{AuCl}$, $\text{Ir(hfac)}_1$, 5-COD, and $\text{[(PF}_3\text{)}_2\text{RhCl]}$ (see Fig. 1 right, for a detailed formula of this latter precursor). All of them have been synthesized for CVD purposes. Inorganic molecules are preferred over organic ones in order to avoid carbon contamination on surfaces. These precursors are solid at room temperature and stored in a small chamber connected to the reactor via an inlet pipe closed by a needle valve.

Experiments are performed in a static atmosphere of pure precursor due to crystal sublimation. The gas pressure was varied in the range of $10^{-4}$–$10^{-2}$ mbar by opening the connecting valve. Gaseous molecules in the gap between tip and sample are decomposed by application of a series of voltage pulses of width in the range 20–200 $\mu$s and amplitude between 2 and 3 V.

The first series of experiments has been performed on gold-coated mica substrates. These gold samples are e-gun evaporated under high vacuum at high temperature (400 °C). They show atomically flat Au (111) terraces as large as about $100 \times 100$ nm$^2$. These flat terraces provide a surface free from nanometer-sized artifacts, thus suitable for testing our CVD process. The precursors were evaluated and compared considering their stability at room temperature and the reliability of the deposition process. The best results were obtained with the rhodium-based precursor. So an extensive study of deposition kinetics was performed on that material.

In a second step, the deposition process has been transferred on low-doped hydrogenated silicon (100) substrates ($\rho = 5 - 10$ $\Omega$ cm) which provide a surface suitable for low temperature characterization of connected devices.

STM tips are prepared by electrochemical etching of a platinum wire. This technique leads to very sharp and symmetric STM tips. Typical tips have a 5–10 nm diam apex and do not lead to image artifacts due to multiple tip effects.

STM imaging is performed using constant-current feedback. Typically, gold surfaces are imaged with a sample bias of 100 mV, whereas silicon surfaces are observed under 1.5 V. In both cases, the tunnel current flow is set to 300 pA. During lithography, an XY STM scan is stopped while a series of pulses is superimposed on the constant bias. The obtained pattern is imaged with the same parameters just after deposition.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Deposition on gold surfaces

Figure 2 presents typical STM images of patterned rhodium deposits. In order to check the reliability of our precursors, we first performed high voltage and high speed lithography using a similar procedure as presented in Ref. 11. A typical result of a 20 nm-wide line drawn at 10 V is presented in Fig. 2 (top left). However, the pulse method presented in Sec. II shows that a much better resolution can be achieved (top and bottom right). Dots of controlled relative position, size (as small as 3 nm diameter), and geometry are obtained. First of all, it was found that noticeable dot deposition is only obtained when the sample bias is higher than a threshold of $|\pm 1.9|$ V. For positive pulse voltages, even at amplitudes as high as 6 V, no deposition was observed on the substrate. This suggest that local heating is not the only mechanism involved. Furthermore, the metallic compound experiences a reduction during the process and is thus deposited on the cathode (i.e., the negatively biased electrode). Our results differ from experiments of another group performed under other experimental conditions for which deposits occurred for both polarities.

Due to the tiny volume of the deposited dots, their composition cannot be directly analyzed. However, the STM tip has been analyzed by local x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy after a series of reverse polarity experiments. Those are performed by applying positive voltage pulses on the gold sample (that means under conditions for which deposition does not occur on the substrate but on the tip). This tip analy-
sis has evidenced the presence of rhodium and traces of chlorine. Neither phosphorus nor fluorine have been detected. These results are similar to those obtained in classical CVD processes.\textsuperscript{18} It can be assumed that the dot composition on the gold surface is of the same nature as deposits on the tip.

Using the other precursors presented above, gold dots and iridium dots have been deposited under similar experimental conditions. In all cases, deposits are observed only for negative sample bias pulses exceeding a threshold depending on the precursor (see Table I). Note that these thresholds follow the same stability hierarchy as observed in conventional CVD furnaces (Table I).

The saturation pressure of the iridium precursor at room temperature (about $10^{-3}$ mbar) is about ten times lower than the other precursors. Such a low value influences drastically both deposition rate and experiment reliability (see Sec. III B). The gold precursor is very unstable and the gas pressure decreases in the reactor with a time constant of about 15 min, too short to perform reproducible experiments.

Consequently, the rhodium precursor has been chosen for potential applications and we will finally focus on that material.

### B. Kinetics of the rhodium deposition process

We have measured the deposited volume dependence of the deposit as a function of the number of pulses, their duration and amplitude. On the other hand the influence of gas pressure has been investigated.

The inset of Fig. 3 shows the measured deposit volume as a function of the number of pulses for increasing pulse widths. The deposited volume varies linearly with the pulse number. Moreover, the slopes of the fitted line increase with the pulse width. Thus one has to consider the integrated exposure dose which can be simply defined as the product between the pulse number and pulse width. Figure 3 shows the variation of the deposited volume with the exposure dose for a pulse width of 200, 100, and 50 $\mu$s, respectively. For a given dose and for pulse width longer than 100 $\mu$s, the dot volume does not depend on the pulse width. For pulses shorter than 100 $\mu$s, we observe a strong deviation from this dose dependence. The slope is smaller and the size fluctuations are very high at low exposures. In many cases, the first traces of deposit appear only after a total exposure time of $\sim$30 ms, i.e., the first several hundred pulses produced no deposit at all. For a pulse width below 20 $\mu$s, no deposit was observed, even for a large number of pulses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precursor</th>
<th>Voltage threshold (V)</th>
<th>Deposition rate under pulse voltage of $-2.8$ V (nm$^3$ s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Temperature decomposition threshold in a CVD furnace (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RhCl(PF$_3$)$_2$</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>150$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AuCl(PF$_3$)</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>150$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir(hfac)$_2$-1,5-COD</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>230$^c$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ See Ref. 18.
$^b$ See Ref. 16.
$^c$ See Ref. 17.
The effect of gas pressure on deposition rate has been investigated with a pulse amplitude of $-2.8\ \text{V}$ and duration of 200 $\mu$s (Fig. 4). The deposition rate is proportional to the gas pressure in the range of $10^{-3} - 10^{-2}$ mbar. No deposition was observed for pressure below $10^{-3}$ mbar.

The linear relationship between the deposition rate and the gas pressure suggests that the reaction is mass-transport limited. The reaction can occur either in the layer adsorbed on the surface or in the gas phase in the tip–sample gap

Assuming that the molecule transport is governed by the gas phase, the molecule flux per unit time and surface is given by the kinetics theory of gases:

$$\Phi(m^{-2}s^{-1}) = \frac{P}{\sqrt{2\pi mk_B T}}$$

where $P$, $m$ and $T$ are the gas pressure, molecule mass and gas temperature, respectively, and $k_B$ is Boltzman’s constant.

The molecules are decomposed in a CVD active volume between the tip and the sample. One can reasonably assume that this volume consists of a cylinder with base on the order of the tip apex radius $\sim 5$ nm (it also corresponds to the typical deposit size of 3 nm) and the height of the order of the tip–surface distance $\sim 0.5$ nm.

However, due to the tightness of the tip–sample distance regarding the curvature radius of the STM tip, it induces a screening effect limiting the molecule flux in the CVD-active cylinder just below the tip apex. This shadow decreases the molecule flux given by Eq. (1) by at least a factor of 2. Finally, with a gas pressure of $10^{-2}$ mbar, the flux in the active region is expected to be around $\Phi = 3000$ molecule nm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$.

The maximum deposition rate is obtained from the assumption that all molecules impinging on the surface of the active volume are decomposed. Since the precursor molecule contains two rhodium atoms, the rhodium atom flux is expected to be twice the molecule flux, i.e., $6000$ nm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ for a gas pressure of $10^{-2}$ mbar. Assuming that deposits are composed of pure rhodium (density $12.4$ g/cm$^3$) and taking into account the atomic weight of Rh ($102.9$ g), a deposition rate of $800$ nm$^3$/s of exposure is expected, assuming that the CVD efficiency is 100%. This rather rough evaluation is in quite good agreement with experimental results presented in Fig. 4. So we can conclude that for long pulses and at relatively high pressure, the reaction is mass-transport limited and its efficiency is very high (close to 1).

It is interesting to evaluate how many molecules enter the active region during one pulse. For typical conditions of gas pressure of $10^{-2}$ mbar and a pulse duration of 200 $\mu$s, only a few molecules ($-6$) cross the active region during one pulse. Under these conditions, we observe the linear dependence of the deposition rate on the exposure and on the gas pressure.

However, for the pressure of $10^{-3}$ mbar and the pulse duration of 200 $\mu$s the mean number of molecules present in the active region during one pulse is only $\sim 0.6$. The fact that the presence probability of molecules during the pulse becomes lower than unity for short pulses and low gas pressures could explain why deposition kinetics are essentially modified under these conditions.

Indeed, it could seem that the low presence probability of a molecule during pulse application might be compensated by a higher number of pulses: for the same exposure, one should observe the same deposit volume. However as it is seen from Fig. 3, this is not observed. We attribute this effect to a problem of nucleation. During to the rather long time between two pulses (5 ms), atoms can diffuse on the surface. Therefore the deposition seems to be delayed due to the non-stability of too small rhodium clusters. Consequently, the formation of a stable cluster requires a minimal number of molecules to be decomposed during the same pulse. The probability $P(k)$ that $k$ molecules cross the active region during the same pulse for a mean molecule number $n$ per pulse is given by the Poisson distribution: $P(k) = (n^k/k!)e^{-n}$.

For a mean molecule number per pulse $n = 6$, the probability of $\Sigma_{k>4}P(k)$ having more than four molecules during one pulse is 94%, whereas for $n = 0.6$, this quantity shrinks to 0.3%. This could explain why, in the short pulse regime, one
C. Deposition on hydrogenated silicon surfaces

STM experiments require us to work on conductive substrates. Consequently, the native oxide layer has to be removed from the silicon surface. Silicon samples are prepared by two different wet etching processes: \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), which are known to passivate the surfaces by hydrogen atoms,\(^{22}\) which impede surface oxidation during air exposure. These treatments consist of a first step of surface degreasing followed by a series of oxidation and stripping. The difference between treatments \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) remains in the final step, which is either a dip etching in HF 5% during 30 s \((T_1)\), or substrate immersion in BHF (NH₄F/HF 7:1 vol.) followed by immersion in NH₄F(T₂).

First, experiments were performed on these passivated surfaces using conditions similar to gold samples. No deposits were observed on silicon for both kinds of treated samples and for both pulse polarities. We attribute this to the fact that rhodium nucleation seems impossible directly on hydrogen passivated surfaces, which are known to be nonreactive surfaces.

In order to perform lithography, a new biasing procedure has been implemented. It involves pulses of different polarities applied in the same series. For \( T_1 \)-treated samples, rhodium dots have been deposited provided that positive voltage pulses higher than +6 V were applied on the substrate prior to the application of negative pulses. However, it remained impossible to obtain deposit on surfaces prepared by treatment \( T_2 \) under the same conditions.

Studies on oxide mask pattern generation on hydrogenated silicon surfaces have shown that hydrogen can be locally removed from silicon surfaces by an AFM tip by application of a positive bias on the sample.\(^{3}\) In our case, the positive voltage pulses previously applied to the silicon sample induce a local hydrogen desorption, which locally enhances the rhodium nucleation step and finally allows rhodium dot deposition. The value of pulse voltage necessary to remove hydrogen from the passivated silicon surface is consistent with results found in the literature.\(^{23}\)

Figure 5 shows a three-dimensional (3D) AFM image of a typical rhodium dot deposited on a (100) silicon surface. Local depassivation of the silicon surface was obtained by application of ten voltage pulses at 6 V followed by a series of 200 negative voltage pulses at −2.9 V. For both polarities, the pulse duration was 200 μs. The resulting dot size is about 3 nm wide and 2 nm high. One can also notice that the silicon surface is much rougher (rms = 1 nm) than the gold surface previously presented.

When substrates are prepared using treatment \( T_2 \), dot deposition still remains impossible. In fact, dip etching in HF solution leads to passivation of the silicon surface by monohydride bonds.\(^{24}\) Thermal desorption spectroscopy measurements have shown that the temperature desorption of hydrogen from the silicon surface depends on the nature of the chemical bonds and is 410 and 530 °C, respectively, for di- and monohydride bonds, respectively. The dihydride bonds can be locally removed by application of positive voltage pulses to the sample and consequently the surface is locally depassivated, which allows rhodium nucleation and growth. However, treatment \( T_2 \) induces a stronger surface passivation by monohydride bonds, which still impedes local surface depassivation under the STM tip even for a pulse amplitude as high as 8 V.

D. Process resolution

It has been demonstrated that nanometer-sized metallic dots with an aspect ratio around 1 and sometime exceeding 1 can be deposited by the STM assisted CVD technique in a reproducible way on gold and silicon surfaces. The control of their size and position is suitable for elaboration of room temperature single electron devices. However, the most important parameter for that purpose is the relative distance between dots, as it defines the tunnel barrier in such devices. It has to be in the range of 1 nm for keeping a reasonable conductance. Furthermore it must be geometrically well controlled as the tunnel coupling between dots exponentially depends on it. Figure 2 (bottom right) shows an example of a series of rhodium dots drawn very close to each other. The distance between dots seems to be controlled by the tip radius. We would like to fabricate a similar structure aligned with respect to electrical contacts deposited on the surface.

IV. CONCLUSION

Few nanometer wide rhodium dots can be deposited on gold surfaces by local decomposition of \([(PF₃)₂RhCl]_₂\) molecules under a STM tip during application of voltage pulses to the substrate. The reaction occurs when negative pulses are applied to the substrate surface above a threshold of \(-1.9\) V. The deposition rate increases with pulse amplitude and is mass transport limited under low gas pressure. Under these conditions, the reaction efficiency reaches 100%.
Under the same conditions, rhodium dots cannot be deposited on hydrogenated silicon surfaces since hydrogen atom’s presence on the surface inhibits dot nucleation. However, hydrogen can be locally removed from the substrate surface when positive voltage pulses are applied to the sample. Then, application of negative pulses to the sample leads again to rhodium nucleation and dot deposition.
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